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Dose-Response Models
Three principal dose-response models:

Th h ld- Threshold.
- Linear nonthreshold (LNT).
- Hormesis.

Threshold model & the related sigmoid curve:
the standard in toxicology.

LNT model: prevailing model for mutagenesis &
carcinogenesis.

Hormesis: a challenge to the threshold & LNT
models based on biphasic dose responses.



"The intolerance of New Englanders is
overwhelming.  There is never a curve --

all the lines are hard and straight."
Gertrude Stein
Radcliffe College, 1897



Definitions of HormesisDefinitions of Hormesis
Opposite effects at high & low doses.Oppos te e ects at g & o doses
U- or J-shaped curves.
A b d t k f bi l i l tA broad network of biological stress

responses.





Biological Stress-Response Terminology
Conditioning No No

(Adapting) Conditioning Conditioning
Exposure Exposure Exposure

↓ ↓ ↓
Stressor Stressor Stressor

↓ ↓ ↓
Ad ti R t P tAdaptive Response to Postexposure

Response Stressor Conditioning

↓ ↓ ↓
Postexposure

Conditioning Conditioning
Hormesis Hormesis Hormesis

Examples:Examples:
Physiological, Radiation, or Chemical Conditioning Hormesis.

Physiological, Radiation, or Chemical Hormesis.
Physiological, Radiation, or Chemical Postexposure Conditioning Hormesis.

Adapted from E J Calabrese et alAdapted from E.J. Calabrese et al.
Toxicology & Applied Pharmacology 222:122-128, 2007



Points of ContentionPoints of Contention
Default models for low doses.Default models for low doses.
Relationship to benefit & harm.



Evidence for Hormesis
Th i t id th t h i i lThere is strong evidence that hormesis is real.
Hormesis is prevalent in surveys of toxicology

lit tliterature.
Analysis of databases from systematic chemical

testing supports the hormesis modeltesting supports the hormesis model.
Quantitative characteristics of the hormetic

response give it conceptual coherenceresponse give it conceptual coherence.







Areas of Debate about Hormesis
Phil hi l ti l t d t thPhilosophical questions related to the

hormesis concept.
Scientific issues that generate debate about

hormesis.
Political & ethical issues that are a source of

controversy.



Phil hi l Q tiPhilosophical Questions
Related to the Hormesis Concept

Is there epistemological justification for the
hormesis concept?

Do the diverse manifestations of hormesis
obfuscate conceptual clarity?

Are operational definitions paramount for policy
applications?

How does the hormesis concept relate to centralHow does the hormesis concept relate to central
biological principles?



Scientific Issues in theScientific Issues in the
Debate about Hormesis

Impediments to detecting and measuring hormesis.
Apparent hormesis arising as an artifact.
Difficulties in using the scientific literature to

determine the prevalence of hormesis.
Paucity of experiments specifically designed toPaucity of experiments specifically designed to

evaluate whether responses are hormetic.
Insufficient understanding of mechanisms.Insufficient understanding of mechanisms.



Impediments to Detecting Hormesis
Being a low-dose phenomenon hinders its

evaluation.
Differences from control / background levels are

modest.
Statistical power limits most studies.
Data that appear to be hormetic may not exclude

other models.



Apparent Hormesis
Arising as an ArtifactArising as an Artifact

Pooling endpoints can create an illusion of
hormesis.o es s

Atypical controls can make low doses seem
hormetic.

Essentiality can mimic hormesis.



Difficulty of Evaluating PrevalenceDifficulty of Evaluating Prevalence
of Hormesis in Scientific Literature

fMany studies do not permit an evaluation of low
doses.

The choice of studies may introduce biasThe choice of studies may introduce bias.
The existence of well-documented cases of

hormesis does not establish prevalencehormesis does not establish prevalence.
Many reports of hormesis lack a clear

denominator that defines prevalence.p
Recent literature surveys have made progress in

addressing these problems.







Mechanisms Contributing to
Hormetic Responses at Low DosesHormetic Responses at Low Doses

Overcompensation to a disruption in homeostasis by
overshooting homeostatic feedback controls.

Ad ti b d i d ibl iAdaptive responses based on inducible repair processes.
Enhanced defenses against oxidative stress.
Activation of transcription factors; upregulation of genes forct at o o t a sc pt o acto s; up egu at o o ge es o

cytoprotective proteins, growth factors, and cytokines.
Interaction of exogenous agents with stimulatory & inhibitory

receptor subtypes of endogenous regulatory systems.receptor subtypes of endogenous regulatory systems.
Interactions among cell proliferation, cell-cycle delay,

apoptosis, and DNA damage.
D th f ll di d t t t f tiDeath of cells predisposed to spontaneous transformation;

Selective induction of apoptosis in transformed cells.
Enhancement of gap junction intercellular communication at

low doses but inhibition at high doses.
Enhanced immune responses.



Political and Ethical IssuesPolitical and Ethical Issues
Causing Controversy about Hormesis

Wh th h i h ld i fl i kWhether hormesis should influence risk
assessment policies.

Conflation of science and policConflation of science and policy.
Fear that recognition of hormesis can undermine

protections of health and environmentprotections of health and environment.
Unique implications of biphasic responses.
Li k f h i hi l i i lLinkages of hormesis to ethical principles.
Accommodating sensitive subpopulations.



Questions Concerning Possible
Applications of the Hormesis Concept

Should hormesis influence policy related to low-
dose risks?

How do the following factors affect viewpoints
h i i l ti t li ?on hormesis in relation to policy?

- Divergent perceptions of benefit and risk
associated with a hormetic responseassociated with a hormetic response.

- Belief that policy decisions should be
based on the best available science.

- Ethical principles.
- Practicality of assimilating hormesis intoy g

the estimation of hazards.



Divergent Perceptions of Benefit & Risk
Associated with a Hormetic Responsep

(In Order of Perceived Risk)
Hormesis should be assimilated into risk

assessment P blic health o ld benefit fromassessment.  Public health would benefit from
regulation to the hormetic zone.

Low-dose risks are probably smaller than oftenLow dose risks are probably smaller than often
thought, but application to policy is premature.

Prudence argues for steering further from the
brink of toxicity.  The danger of misidentifying
the boundaries of hormetic and toxic zones
outweighs a modest hormetic benefit.g

Hormesis suggests proximity to the toxic zone
and should be taken as a warning.  The
h ti h ld b id d ff thormetic zone should be avoided, as effects
may differ among endpoints and individuals.



P li D i i dPolicy Decisions and
the Best Available Science

Adherence to an incorrect model as if it were
true is not in the interest of science or policy.

Accepting a model for scientific interpretation
does not necessitate its use for policy.

Policy decisions should be made with
cognizance of the best available science.

D i l f h i d t t t bliDenial of hormesis does not protect public
health.



Relationship of Hormesis
to Ethical Principlesto Ethical Principles

Autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence, and justice.
C t l i i l i bi di l thiCentral principles in biomedical ethics:

- Nonmaleficence: avoiding the causation of harm.
- Beneficence: conferring benefit- Beneficence: conferring benefit.

Threshold and linear models lend themselves to a
single objective -- avoidance of harm.

Hormesis raises the possibility deriving benefit from
the hormetic zone.

fRegulating to a hormetic zone would entail a shift
from nonmaleficence to beneficence.

Balancing nonmaleficence and beneficence withBalancing nonmaleficence and beneficence with
higher priority on the former.



Hormesis & Hazard Estimation
Information demands of regulating for hormesis.
Consequences of underestimating or

overestimating hazards.
Consequences of ignoring or rejecting hormesis.
Heterogeneity in susceptibility to toxicants.



Consequences of UnderestimatingCo seque ces o U de est at g
or Overestimating Hazards

Underestimating risk can lead to insufficientUnderestimating risk can lead to insufficient
protection of public health & the environment.

Overestimating risk is often considered benign --
making errors on the side of safety.

Possible costs of risk overestimation:
Excessive regulatory burden- Excessive regulatory burden.

- Hindered development of products & technology.
- Avoidance of therapeutic or diagnostic benefits.

Underestimation & overestimation of risk can both be
detrimental.



Possible ConsequencesPossible Consequences
of Ignoring or Rejecting Hormesis

Less research on low doses, stress responses,
and environmental implications of hormesis.

Retarded development of medical remedies that
exploit natural adaptive responses.

Hi d f iti f h d f thHindrance of recognition of hazards of the
hormetic zone:  hormetic stimulation of
pathogens, tumors, and pests.pathogens, tumors, and pests.

Possible loss of benefit of the hormetic zone.





H t itHeterogeneity
in Susceptibility to Toxicants

Differences among biological endpoints.
Differences among tissues and organs.
Differences among individuals:

- Genetic polymorphisms.p y p
- Susceptibility of different age groups.
- Impaired health & altered susceptibility.p & p y

Species differences and environmental quality.







A d ti H t itAccommodating Heterogeneity
in Susceptibility to Toxicants

Sensitive groups must be accommodated under any
dose-response model.

Bi h i ti f b fit d hBiphasic curves pose questions of benefit and harm
not encountered with monotonic responses.

The primacy of nonmaleficence in biomedical ethicsThe primacy of nonmaleficence in biomedical ethics
gives high priority to protecting sensitive groups.

Sensitive species require consideration with respectp q p
to ecological effects of toxicants.



Complications of HormesisComplications of Hormesis
Observing J- or U-shaped curves requires that responses be

measurable both above and below control levels.
Some adaptive responses may not show hormetic curves for

mechanistic reasons.
Hormesis cannot be observed if background exposures areHormesis cannot be observed if background exposures are

already in the toxic zone.
The following are largely unresolved in relation to hormesis:g g y

- Interactions among agents.
- Nature of the subhormetic zone.
- Temporal component of hormetic responses.p p p
- Nontargeted damage, bystander effects, genetic instability.













Conclusions (-1-)
Growing evidence supports the reality and prevalence g pp y p
of hormesis.

The hormesis concept merits empirical evaluation and 
refinement independently of whether it is assimilated into 
policy on toxic substances.

  
It would be premature to regulate to the hormetic zone for 
chemical exposures now.  How hormesis figures into 
policy needs to be revisited as risk assessment improves.policy needs to be revisited as risk assessment improves.

Using hormesis for regulatory purposes would require 
better understanding of the positions of the toxic and 
hormetic zones for diverse endpoints, tissues, individuals, 
and species.
Bi h i d i h ll i thi lBiphasic dose responses raise challenging ethical 
questions regarding sensitive subpopulations.



Conclusions (-2-)
Ecological effects of low doses and differences amongEcological effects of low doses and differences among 
species with respect to hormesis warrant continued 
investigation.

Effective exploitation of hormesis in medicine and 
agriculture is likely to precede its use in toxicologic risk 

Deeper understanding of stress responses can stimulate 
medical and technological ad ances

assessment.

medical and technological advances.

The hormesis concept has important implications for 
ti i bi l d thantimicrobial and cancer therapy.

Better understanding of hormesis can foster effective 
bli h lth d i t l li ipublic health and environmental policies.


